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1   Introduction  
Prior research has found that the left side of the face is emotionally more expressive 
than the right side [1]. This was demonstrated in a study where the right and the left 
halves of a face image were combined with their mirror-reversed duplicates to make 
composite images. When observers were asked which composite face appeared more 
emotional, they selected the left-left over the right-right composite more often.  
According to Nicholls et al., this asymmetrical display of facial expression may be 
a part of an innate code for facial expressions [1]. The identity of the face, on the 
other hand, requires learning or a process of familiarization. There has been evidence 
that recognition facial identify can be influenced by recognition of facial expressions 
[2]. The present research attempts to resolve an unanswered question in this literature: 
can the hardwired asymmetry in facial expression affect the learning of facial 
identities? Faces in reality are often seen from the left or right views. Because 
recognition of novel faces is viewpoint dependent, we ask whether the face can be 
recognized more easily from the left or right views. 
2   Methods  
Twenty two undergraduates participated in the experiment. A total of 84 faces were 
chosen from a 3D face database [3]. Nine of these were used a practice session. The 
models were rendered and converted to 2D grayscale images with black background. 
Each face had 3 different poses (frontal/0°, 30° to the left, and 30° to the right), and 7 
facial expressions (happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, anger, fear, and neutral).  
Each trial of the experiment consisted of two sequentially displayed faces, a learn 
face and a test face. Participants were asked to judge whether the two faces are of the 
same person. They were told to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. The 
learn face was either shown in six frontal images of different facial expressions that 
appeared successively (multiple-image condition), or a single frontal image with an 
emotional or neutral expression (one-image conditions). The face in all these 
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conditions was shown for 3s. The test face was always shown in a neutral expression, 
and was presented in a different view and size from the learned face. Half of the test 
faces faced left, and the remaining half faced right.        
3   Results and Discussion 
Face recognition performance based on the right side of the face was superior to the 
left side (see the accuracy results in figure 1). However, this asymmetry in face 
recognition demonstrates a right-face advantage, which is the opposite of the left-face 
advantage for facial expressions [1].  
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Fig. 1. Means of accuracy (d') and criterion (β) data in the face matching task 
Our finding may result from a side effect of the left-face advantage for facial 
expressions. Because the stronger expression from the left side of the face is 
attributable to a greater difference between the emotional and neural expressions on 
this side, the larger physical difference between learned and tested faces should make 
this side of the face more difficult to recognize. If this is true, the asymmetry should 
vanish in the neutral expression condition where no expression change occurred. Our 
analysis of data support this explanation: the asymmetry effect appeared only when 
expressions changed between learning and test. However, McCurdy observed that the 
right side of the face is noticeably more like the whole face than the left side [4]. This 
may be an alternative explanation that focuses on a possible, inherent advantage of 
the right side for face identity. More rigorous design is needed to test these theories. 
For example, using left/right composite faces in future studies should allow precise 
estimation of the contribution from the two halves of the face in recognition tasks.  
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